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Man's best friend goes to war.When Gus Dempsey joins the US Marine Corps, he knows without a

doubt that he will make a great dog handler. He's always been good with dogs. In fact, he's often

better with dogs than he is with people.But Loki is not the dog that Gus was expecting. Fun-loving

and playful, Loki acts more like a pet than the well-trained, bomb-sniffing Marine that he's supposed

to be.When Gus and Loki deploy to Afghanistan, though, they have no choice but to learn to work

together. Because in war, getting along is a matter of life and death.DOG TAGS is a series of

stand-alone books, each exploring the bond between soldier and dog in times of war.
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- Gus Dempsey joins the US Marine Corps. despite the fact his mother isnâ€™t okay with it. It has a

lot to do with his dad had been in the military and when he had come back home from fighting he

and his mom fought a lot and then one day his dad just left, didnâ€™t even say good-bye. His mom

seemed to think that Gus was going to do the same thing that his dad had done or worse die in

action and she wasnâ€™t able to deal with those thoughts so she more or less resented his

choices.Gus had joined the Marine Corps to make a difference. To go to war and in the words of the

book kill some dragons. Gus gets selected for a program that allows regular infantry men to become

dog handlers. His superior believes that he would be a great candidate for that program. Gus also



thinks he will be good for it because he loves dogs and have always enjoyed their company of that

of the human population.After Gus get to the place where he will train he is taught how to use his

imagination. He learns that he is capable of more then he thought he ever could be, which in the

military I believe is a common end result. Eventually he gets to meet his dog named Loki and they

continue to train together. Once their training concluded everyone in their class is certified but Gus

and Loki. They are called into the Superiors office and told they have orders to go right to war. This

is when everything changes for Gus and Loki. They start to learn what it really means to rely on one

another and how much they need each other just to survive.If you want to learn about what happens

while they are in Afghanistan you should read the book. I didnâ€™t want to put it down at times and I

love how it is so kid friendly and not all filled with military mumble jumble. Itâ€™s a well written book

and well worth the read. I look forward to reading more books in this series in the future.

I've been struggling to find something to encourage my 9 year old boy to read. He loved the military

stuff and our dog so I thought this was worth a try. It is longer than a lot of the books he has read

but he stuck with it. There were just a few small bad words but nothing I was concered with. He

would read it aloud to me and some parts were pretty entertaining. He wants the next one in the

series.

this book contains so many cliffhangers and really grabs the reader anyone who reads this book will

make a connection with dempsey and his dog

This was one of the best books about war I have ever read because it was so exciting and I never

wanted to put it down! I hope Alexander London makes more great books about war and the dog's

in it.

As a fan of the military and K-9 related operations I absolutely enjoyed and loved this book. It had

quite a few twist and turns and had me anticipated for the next chapter ready to find out what would

happen next. I definitely recommend this book and i plan on buying the other books in this series.

This book is amazing I like it because I'm into the military types of stuff it let me learn some of the

things about the military even though the book was not all true but it was really interesting and I

loved it I can't wait to read the rest of the series. Also I found the whole series at my school book fair

so I bought them to read them and so far they are amazing I was actually able to picture the book in



my head so I pretty much made a mental movie of the book because it was just that good it's also

one of those books where when you start reading it you can't put it down because you want to find

out what happens next it's just a whole book with one adventure after another

I like this book because it had fighting and attacking on some of the things that we care about a lot

like friends and dogs

good for kids around 8 and upI love how he tries to describe something as something and will call it

that the whole time for example: lions are just big haired cats and for the rest of the book he would

call lions big haired cats so I think it was really really really really really really really

good!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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